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Regional Topical Test  
March 17, 1999  
Problems 1 – 30

Directions:  Mark the answer closest to the correct response on the answer form.  Make sure that your name(s) are on the answer form.  If you are a team, also put your team number on the answer form.  Remember the scoring: 5 points for a correct response, 1 point for no response, and 0 points for an incorrect response. 


The diagram shows a system of three gears.  Gear A has 20 teeth, gear B has 40 teeth, and gear C has 10 teeth.
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1.  If Gear A rotates clockwise at 250 rpm (revolutions per minute) at what rpm does gear C rotate?
a.  125	b.  250	c.  500	d.  1000
  
2.  If gear B rotates 100 times and has a radius of 10 cm, how much further does a point on the circumference of gear A move than a point on the circumference of gear C?
a.  200π	b.  0	c.  100π	d.  400π

3.  If gear C did not exist, gear B was fixed and gear A were free to roll around gear B, how many times would the A stamped on the gear be right side up if it started right side up and rolled around gear B three complete times?
a.  3	b.  6	c.  9	d.  12


The surface of a rectangular swimming pool is 10 meters wide at each end by 15 meters long.  The shallow end is 1 meter deep and steadily increases to 1.5 meters deep at the middle of the pool.  It then drops off quickly and steadily to a depth of 2.5 meters which is the depth of the last 3 meters.
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4.  What is the volume of the pool in cubic meters?
a.  150	b.  200	c.  250	d.  300

5.  What is the measure of the obtuse angle in degrees between the bottom of the pool and the section with the greatest drop off?
a.  135	b. 150	c.  165	d.  105

6.  If the pool's volume is one third filled with water, what is the surface area of the water in square meters?
a.  75	b.  90	c.  105	d.  120


Susan Richards invested $15,000 in a stock fund.  Her goal is to have $60,000 to start her own business when she gets out of school.  At the end of the first year her investment is $16875, and after two years it is $18,984.40.  
7.  What is the simple rate of interest compounded annually?
a.  12	b.  8	c.  10	d.  18

8.  If she is able to add $2000 at the end of each year starting with the beginning of her third year, how long will it take her to reach her goal of $60,000?
a.  14	b.  12	c.  16	d.  10


The bottle at the right is being filled with water.  The graphs below may be related to the filling.  Answer the questions by choosing the graph that best fits the situation described below.  In each case time is the horizontal axis.
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9.  If the bottle is being filled with a constant flow of water, which graph would represent the height of the water in the glass related to time.
a.	b.	c.	d.

10.  If the height of the water in the glass must rise at a constant rate, which graph would represent the change in volume versus time?
a.	b.	c.	d.

11.  If the bottle is being filled with a constant flow, which graph would represent the rate at which the height is changing as related to time?
a.	b.	c.	d.


A plane near the equator is flying at a compass heading of 30° at a speed of 400 km/hr in relatively calm air.
12.  What is the planes rate of travel in the northerly direction in km/hr?
a.  400	b.  37	c.  350	d.  325

13.  If the plane enters a region where the cross wind from the east is 50 km/hr, how many degrees must the planes heading be changed to maintain its original course?
a.  2	b.  4	c.  6	d.  8


The weather forecast is for a 30% chance of rain for the next five days.
14.  What is the chance that it will rain on three of the next five days?
a.  10%	b.  1%	c.  3%	d.  30%

15.  What is the probability that it will rain at least two days?
a.  20%	b.  30%	c.  40%	d.  50%


The Ancients built square based structures similar to those shown in the diagram.  They began with 1000 identical cubes.  The first pyramid was two cubes high (four on the bottom and one on top as shown).  None of the pyramids are destroyed after being constructed. (Blocks are not reused.)
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16.  How many cubes were used in the first five pyramids?
a.  91	b.  195	c.  140	d.  335

17.  If as many pyramids as possible were built using the 1000 cubes, how many cubes were left unused?
a.  176	b.  181	c.  175	d.  178

18.  If the bottom of the pyramid is considered not exposed, what is the exposed surface area of the last pyramid in square units?
a.  80	b.  260	c.  320	d.  100


When an object is falling in a vacuum on any planet it is theorized that it will fall according to Newton's findings that were:   height = constant(time)2   when the object starts from rest, zero is its starting height and down is positive.  Half of the acceleration due to gravity is equal to the constant.  To the right is data taken on planet Z.
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19.  What is the acceleration due to gravity on planet Z in m/sec/sec?
a.  3	b.  6	c.  9	d.  12

20.  Approximately how many meters will the object fall in 20 seconds?
a.  1000	b.  1500	c.  2000	d.  2500


A quadrilateral has its vertices located on the coordinate plane according to the matrix to the right.



21.  If the quadrilateral is reflected over the x axis, what is the matrix representing the new coordinates?
a.	b.	c.	d.

22.  If the quadrilateral is dilated by a factor of two (doubled in size) and then translated, which matrix represents the possible new vertices?
a.	b.	c.	d.

23.  If the original quadrilateral is rotated 45° clockwise about vertex B, what is the area of the portion of the quadrilateral above the x axis in square units?
a.  21	b.  24	c.  27	d.  30


There are four identical pipes of radius R banded together and the band requires four extra inches to make the tie.
24.  What is the length of the shortest possible band?
a.  2πR+8R+4	b.  4R+2πR+4	c.  πR+12R	d.  8R+πR+4

25.  What is the length of the shortest possible band around five of these pipes?
a. πR+10R+4	b.  2πR+14R	c.  2πR+10R+4	d.  2πR+5R+4


In a class of 20 students, all of them own a bicycle, skate board or roller blades.  7 own roller blades and a skate board, 8 own roller blades and a bicycle, 12 own roller blades, 14 own a bicycle,  and 5 own all three. 
26. How many own only a skateboard in the class?
a.  1	b.  2	c.  3	d.  4

27.  What is the most number of people that could own exactly one of the items in the class?
a.  4	b.  6	c.  8	d.  10


A league has ten teams and each team plays each of the other teams in the league exactly twice.  There are no ties.
28.  How many total games are played?
a.  90	b.  45	c.  50	d.  100

29.  What is the most number of teams that could have a season record of more wins than loses?
a.  9	b.  8	c.  6	d.  7

30.  If there are no ties in the league standings by the end of the year, what is the most wins the last place team could have?
a.  1	b.  4	c.  2	d.  3


Regional Topical Test 99 Answers

1	c	500
2	b	same
3	c	9
4	c	259
5	c	167.5
6	d	120
7	a	12.5%
8	d	9 years (8+ years)
9	b
10	d
11	c
12	c	346
13	c	6
14	a	13%
15	d	47%
16	b	195
17	a	176
18	b	261
19	d	13
20	d	≈2600
21	c	y's change sign
22	b	
23	c	27.3 or 8√2 + 16
24	a	
25	c	
26	b	2
27	d	10
28	a	90
29	a	9
30	b	4

